Reading List for Sunjata Epic and Sumanguru Epic

*English and French language translations*


Kouyaté, Mamadou (2016) *L’Épopée de Sunjata* (Saint-Denis, Publibook).


*Bibliography of published versions of Sunjata epic in English and French*


*African epic*


Hale, T.A. *Scribe, Griot and Novelist: Narrative interpreters of the Songhay empire* (Gainesville, University of Florida Press).


*Analysis of the Sunjata epic and Manding oral tradition*


*Griots and nyamakalaw*


*Open access musical recordings of Sunjeta*

Sidiki Diabaté & Djelimady Sissoko : The Sunjeta Epic. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmRqyhXgmG4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmRqyhXgmG4)

Mory Kanté/Rail Band - Soundiata(L’exil )1975 [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_i5brTCYjP0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_i5brTCYjP0)

SOUNDIATA KEÏTA, l’empereur du mandingue [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ef9gRL4n7U4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ef9gRL4n7U4)

Sunjeta - Bazoumana Sissoko [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AM8hx0ooQMY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AM8hx0ooQMY)

Mah Kouyaté n°1- Soundiata [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAILVsgm88o](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAILVsgm88o)

Soundiata (Naré Maghan) Mandekalou Sekouba Bambino Kasse Mady Kandia Kouyaté-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3mo2kyN3WU
Salif Keita – Soundiata

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psPUnByU3S4
SOUNDJATA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SmS4PdipJoI